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Automated production has many benefits from reduced lead times to increased product 

quality. Weighing devices can support your process automation projects – but which  

solution offers the best fit for your application?

Get Maximum Productivity
Automate Weighing Solutions

increase quality and safety, or elimi-
nate process variations? In weighing, this 
could look like companies striving to in-
crease the throughput of qualitycheck op-
erations, or automating the filling of a 
shipping box.

What to consider 
Especially for parts and components, the 
nature of the part must also be consid-
ered. Experience shows that automation 
of a manufacturing process is most suc-
cessful when it involves:
• families of similar parts 
• highvolume or high throughput of 

standardized parts
• parts using the same manufacturing 

technology 
• repeatable operations 

Automation is a manufacturing mega-
trend. Its economical benefits sound espe-
cially appealing for parts and components 
manufacturing. This type of manufac-
turing tends to be highly standardized. 
Additionally, production volumes, qual-
ity requirements, and labor costs are in-
creasing. 

Will automation fit?
Automation will not work for every pro-
duction set-up. Examine if the process 
you are considering has costly traps such 
as high fixed costs or significant capital 
bound up in production equipment. Also, 
as with most industrial weighing applica-
tions, companies must evaluate why au-
tomation makes sense. Will it save labor 
costs, shorten lead or response times, 
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Automated weighing solutions can be eas-
ily integrated into these types of opera-
tions. They offer direct connectivity into 
PLC systems via Ethernet/IP, PROFINET 
RT, or PROFIBUS. 

For quality or completeness checks, they 
can handle any production speed because 
the size, shape, and dimensions of the 
item to be checked do not matter. 

If parts are already on a conveyor belt, 
simply place a weighing platform under-

neath and implement a quality check that 
does not sacrifice lead time. Or, if high 
throughput is required, they can opt for 
fast weigh modules or weighing transmit-
ters with an impressive speed of 600 Hz.

For added value checks or small produc-
tion quantities, a manual weighing sta-
tion might be the best choice. If you want 
to stay flexible in terms of production 
layout but want to save labor costs at the 
same time, a semi-automated solution 
could be an option.

In short, when automating weighing, the 
production process has to be suitable, as 
well as the type of parts or components 
being handled. The following table illus-
trates how these two dimensions come to-
gether to help companies decide if they 
should automate weighing.

 www.mt.com/ind-4-0-ma
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Fully Automated Processes Semi-Automated Processes Manual Workplaces

Throughput   
Standardization   
Unit Costs   
Flexibility   
Installation Cost   
Operator Skill   
Human Errors   
Operational Fit • High standardization and  

volumes with no or very  
little human interaction  
possible

• No manual value-add

• Less operator interaction and 
manual handling

• Reduced human error and 
labor cost savings 

• Flexible production layout 
• Manual operations have to 

be performed after weighing 
(labeling, packaging)

• High flexibility at relatively 
low throughput 

• Suitable for sample checking 
or quality control of complex 
products/assemblies

• Manual packaging and label-
ing processes

Parts Fit Requires highly standardized,  
mass produced parts 

Standardized products, medium 
to large batch size, little manual 
value-add

Standardized and custom-made 
parts, low to medium sized 
batches, manual work required

Products Fit Weigh modules and weighing 
transmitters

Weighing platforms, weighing  
terminals, add-ons like signal 
lights, sound alarms, or printers 

Bench and compact scales

More Information www.mt.com/apw-ma www.mt.com/pbk9-ma www.mt.com/ics5-scales-ma
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To avoid missing parts or incorrect filling of packages and kits, there is a simple solution: 

An in-line quality check based on weight that reduces packaging errors, whether the pack-

age is filled with small, big, or mixed-size parts.

Need Better-Quality Kits and Packages?
Improve Them with In-Line Checks
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can remove faulty packages from the 
production flow. Alternatively, a color-
Weight® display indication or an sig-
nal light can indicate if a package is not 
within the predefined parameters so an 
operator can remove it from the belt for 
adjustments.

Improve traceability
Adding a barcode scanner can make it 

Parts and components manufacturers 
often ship products in kits. These pack-
ages may enclose accessories or parts 
needed for repair or assembly. Unfortu-
nately, bags are often sent out incom-
plete or overfilled due to insufficient qual-
ity control. 

In many cases, missing small parts are 
responsible for incomplete assembly and 
production delays, upsetting customers. 
The manufacturer must then deal with 
the aggravation of costly returns, war-
ranty issues, and loss of business.

For producers, the question is: How can I 
make sure packages complete without de-
laying production?

Easy completeness checks 
To ensure your package contains enough 
products, place a scale under the shipping 
box or conveyor belt and check the total 

weight of every item placed inside. Pre-
determine the total weight of a correctly 
filled package and save it in the scale ter-
minal’s database. Every kit that passes 
through the weighing station can then be 
checked for completeness quickly and re-
liably, enabling 100% quality control. 

All package and lot sizes
This solution will improve packaging for 
bags of electrical, metal, or plastic com-
ponents, accessories or spare parts, espe-
cially when the bags include very small 
products (less than 1 gram) or a mix of 
light and heavier products. The form, size, 
or transparency of the kit does not matter. 
Weighing weighing is versatile: it provides 
an opportunity to check the completeness 
of kits ranging from just a few items to 
several thousand items.

Missing parts notification
If missing parts are detected, the scale 

METTLER TOLEDO Manufacturing News 18
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easier to identify incomplete kits or bags 
and improve operational traceability. 
With a scanner, you can also track prod-
ucts leaving the facility and use captured 
data for internal quality analysis. 

When used together, these solutions can 
significantly reduce incomplete kit com-
plaints, helping to ensure customers are 
satisfied with their products.

 www.mt.com/ind-in-process-counting-ma

PBK9 Weighing Platforms
Detect the smallest deviations with  
high-resolution PBK9 platforms, 
which are ideal for checkweighing 
kits and packages.

  www.mt.com/pbk9-ma

METTLER TOLEDO Manufacturing News 18

Kits move along the conveyor belt  
towards the weighing station

Weighing system is integrated  
into the conveyor belt operation

Packaging 100% checked kits
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Offers Process Acceleration

A new compact weight transmitter designed for full PLC connectivity offers high accuracy 

in automated processes. Overcome the production bottleneck and speed up automated 

weighing to an impressive 600 Hz.

 www.mt.com/ACT350-ma

600 Weight Values per Second  
ACT350 provides 600 filtered weight values per second, mea-
suring high-speed weighing processes with an accuracy of 
6,000 divisions according to OIML and NTEP standards. It en-
ables much faster and more precise filling than more common 
100 Hz transmitters.

Installation in Less than 10 Minutes 
Installation is supported by configuration software and a 
service interface that allows settings to be saved, restored, 
and cloned. The ACT350 takes less than 10 minutes to in-
stall, saving engineering costs.

Easy Diagnostics 
An integrated display shows weight value. The same dis-
play can be used with the small keyboard to get status in-
formation without any software tool or remote display.

Digital I/O (optional) 
Digital output allows direct  
steering of signal lights.

METTLER TOLEDO Manufacturing News 18
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Direct PLC Connectivity 
ACT350 is dedicated for use in automation. Fieldbus connec-

tivity via Ethernet/IP, PROFINET® IO RT, or PROFIBUS® DP is in-
corporated in a compact device. ACT350 fully supports inte-
gration by Device Description File, making installation easy 

and transferable to other transmitters. The weight value trans-
ferred from the transmitter is ready for use in the PLC program.

Space Saving DIN-Rail Mounting  
No need to use a terminal. The small size of the trans-
mitter saves space inside the cabinet. It also facilitates 
placement of multiple transmitters next to each other to 

control several weighing devices used in a process.

Faster Calibration  
When it is impossible to use test weights, you can 
still stay accurate. Use the CalFree™ feature of the 
ACT350, which allows an initial calibration without 

test weights.

METTLER TOLEDO Manufacturing News 18
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Think About Risk
Adapt Your Quality Control System
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In parts and components manufacturing, production risks such as machine malfunction and 

process abnormalities can lead to non-standard products that fail in the field.  Apply weigh-

ing the right way to better control these processes and be ISO 9001:2015 compliant.

Evaluate Your Requirements
Evaluate your quality control re-
quirements. To detect parts or 
component completeness or in-
tegrity either by sampling or as a 
100% check, weighing may be 
the right option. 

Understand the  
Production Process

Select the  
Right Equipment

Install Equipment  
Professionally

Meet Your Requirements
Select the right equipment based 
on an analysis of weighing needs 
and production environment. A 
GWP® Recommendation summa-
rizes your requirements as a sci-
ence-based equipment qualifica-
tion.

Weigh Right from the Start
Professional weighing system in-
stallation and qualification, along 
with in-depth user training, ensure 
trouble-free weighing. Scale read-
iness helps to ensure fewer oper-
ator mistakes and lowers produc-
tion risks.

The new ISO 9001:2015 framework en-
courages companies to actively man-
age quality risks. Manufacturers may use 
the failure mode effects analysis (FMEA) 
method, where issue severity and a cer-
tain probability of occurrence make it 
necessary to use a sensor for detecting the 

risk. Weighing devices can act as this sen-
sor.  Weighing is a proven method to de-
tect missing materials, assess uniformity 
problems, and identify incorrect counts 
or package weights. By following the steps 
of METTLER TOLEDO’s Good Weighing 
Practice™ (GWP®) below, companies 

can mitigate production risks and imple-
ment risk-based quality-control think-
ing that is compliant with ISO 9001:2015.

 www.mt.com/ind-iso9001-ma

METTLER TOLEDO Manufacturing News 18
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Calibrate  
Comprehensively

Perform  
Meaningful Tests

Improve  
Traceability

Reduce Weighing Risks
Calibration will disclose problems 
and determine if any adjustments 
are necessary for optimal perfor-
mance. 

Save with Risk-Based Testing
A GWP® Verification documents 
routine test methods, test frequen-
cies, test weights, and pass/fail 
limits. 

Get the Right Production Data
Weighing devices deliver accurate 
production data right into your 
production systems. Easy data 
management and retrieval via a 
variety of interfaces assures cor-
rect labeling and efficient trace-
ability. 

METTLER TOLEDO Manufacturing News 18
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too much moisture to achieve the re-
quired density and hardness, the granules 
go back to the dryer. If moisture content 
and other quality specifications are met, 
the granulate batch is fed automatically 
into the injection molding machines that 
produce Victorinox knife handles with the 
characteristic cross-and-shield logo.

Easy-to-use equipment
Victorinox works with six different plas-
tics, each with its own drying method for 
moisture analysis. METTLER TOLEDO 

Karl Eisener founded Victorinox in 1884 
and it has been delivering knives to the 
Swiss Army since 1891. Throughout its 
130-year history, the company has re-
mained true to Swiss values for manufac-
turing precision and product excellence, 
crafting just over 100,000 Swiss Army 
knives, multi-tools, and kitchen/home 
use knives each year.

Critical moisture content
Victorinox carefully tests every batch of 
plastic granulate it receives to ensure 

moisture-content accuracy. More than 
15 tons of raw materials are stored at 
once and up to 1,000 kg batches are dried 
daily. This front-line quality control also 
includes tests for color and thermal prop-
erties. If an incoming load of granulate 
does not pass quality control tests, it is 
withheld from production. 

Secondary testing occurs when a cus-
tomer order is received. At the point of 
order, granulate is sampled from the dryer 
and tested again. If the plastic contains 

HX204 Halogen Moisture Analyzer 
When moisture matters, METTLER TOLEDO professional moisture  
analyzers deliver outstanding results. These analyzers offer:
• Innovative heating and predictive-result technology
• Up to 0.1 mg readability
• Quick operation and analysis
• Easy cleaning

 www.mt.com-ma

Switzerland-based Victorinox must uphold its reputation with every “Original Swiss Army 

Knife” it produces. METTLER TOLEDO moisture analyzers play a critical role in ensuring that 

incoming goods, such as plastic granulate, contain the correct moisture content.

Accurate Moisture Analysis
Assures Swiss Icon’s Quality 

METTLER TOLEDO Manufacturing News 18
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A symbol of Swiss quality: The iconic Victorinox knife

moisture analyzers have been the key to 
fast heating and precise temperature con-
trol to ensure highly reliable moisture 
content results. Additionally, the analyz-
ers are easy to program. This is essen-
tial, as a single person prepares samples, 
changes tooling, and manages seven in-
jection molding machines per shift. Pre-
programmed shortcuts are easily identi-
fied by the material number.

Ensuring product quality
Since deciding on METTLER TOLEDO 
moisture analyzers, Victorinox has been 
able to assure correct material moisture 
content. So, if there is a injection-mold-
ing problem, moisture content is already 
eliminated as the potential cause. With 
this improvement, Victorinox has been 
able to cut discarded batches and speed 
up production by as much as 10 percent. 

 www.mt.com/ics5-quality-ma

Improve Plastics Production

Use counting scales to count parts and 
components in production and veri-
fy production quantities. You can also 
verify incoming goods, pick orders, 
and build batches.

Check out the reliable  

ICS685 counting scale. 
 www.mt.com/ics685-ma

METTLER TOLEDO Manufacturing News 18
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9 Ways for Proper Quality Control 
Fast, Accurate, Speedy, Productive

Download Weight-based Quality White Paper

  www.mt.com/ics5-quality-ma

optimize its processes and help protect its reputation.

with Scales

Download the Weight-based Quality Control White Paper

www.mt.com/ics5-wbqc�

When completeness or intactness matters, product quality 
needs to be checked and quality data has to be collected. 
Weight-based quality control (WBQC) is an affordable, 
easy-to-implement and secure way of checking product 
quality, intactness and completeness.

 tolerance windows using WBQC

How does it work?

Number of parts 
correct? 

Cavities 
inside?

All parts 
assembled?

Every part 
inside?

Coating 
applied?

Enough oil?

Correct 
length?

Density of 
sintered parts?

Properly counter-
balanced? 

Check Completeness 
of Packages or Kits

Check Casting Quality Check Density or Volume

Check Completeness 
of Shipments

Check Surface
Finish (Coating)

Check Completeness 
of Assemblies

Accurate measuring01 04

02 05

03 06

07

Quality-related data recording

Instant data capturing

Customization to individual needs

SMC: Engine Valve:

Results:

Do you want to reduce recalls due to poor 

products with scales:

Do want to prevent customer complaints due 
to wrong quantities delivered? Check out the 

scales.

Easy calibration according 
to standards

Immediate results for
high throughput

The item is checked against target weight

Display indicates out-of-pec products in red 
or green

Results in speedy, reliable and fail-safe 
100% control

Easy to use and apply

Check if Amount of 
Lubricant is Correct

Check if Parts are 
Counter-balanced

Check Length of Cables 

Higher customer satisfaction

optimize its processes and help protect its reputation.
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of Packages or Kits

Check Casting Quality Check Density or Volume

Check Completeness 
of Shipments

Check Surface
Finish (Coating)

Check Completeness 
of Assemblies

Accurate measuring01 04

02 05

03 06

07

Quality-related data recording

Instant data capturing

Customization to individual needs

SMC: Engine Valve:

Results:

Do you want to reduce recalls due to poor 

products with scales:

Do want to prevent customer complaints due 
to wrong quantities delivered? Check out the 

scales.

Easy calibration according 
to standards

Immediate results for
high throughput

The item is checked against target weight

Display indicates out-of-pec products in red 
or green

Results in speedy, reliable and fail-safe 
100% control

Easy to use and apply

Check if Amount of 
Lubricant is Correct

Check if Parts are 
Counter-balanced

Check Length of Cables 

Higher customer satisfaction

Weight-based quality control can detect invisible defects like cavities in sintered  

metal parts or check completeness no matter the shape or weight of the work piece.   

It offers high resolution and speedy processing for a thorough quality check that does  

not slow down production. 

With weight-based quality control you can check:

New Industrial 
Weighing Catalog

 www.mt.com/ind-catalog-ma

Free Download


